Conformational sampling and energetics of drug-like molecules.
The pharmacological properties of small organic molecules depend on their three-dimensional (3D) structure. That includes physico-chemical properties (e.g. solubility, partition equilibria) and molecular recognition such as binding to a therapeutic macromolecular target. At physiological temperature, the 3D structure of a flexible small molecules is expected to cover an ensemble of energetically accessible conformations. Therefore, it is of fundamental and practical importance to be able to relate the energetics of a molecule to its conformational preferences and derived properties, a discipline known as conformational analysis. The first step of conformational analysis is the generation of the conformers, referred to as conformational sampling. This is typically performed primarily using computational chemistry methods. Taking a fresh look at these methods for a broad medicinal chemistry audience is the object of the present review. Indeed, conformational sampling methods continue to be developed, improved and tested. They underpin much of the detailed analysis of structure-activity relationships on selected chemical series, but also the preparation of large conformational libraries of generic compounds and their exploitation for virtual screening. In recent years, the conformational models of active compounds have been examined to see how frequently they capture their target-bound bioactive conformation, as revealed by X-ray crystallography. This provided a context to scrutinize the intrinsic conformational energetics of these bioactive conformers, but this subject is still intensely debated. Another line of investigation concerns the conformational diversity of the 3D models, and how well they cover the conformational and pharmacophoric spaces. This review addresses in general terms: i) the basic principles of conformational analysis, including modern computational estimates of intramolecular energy and how those are mapped on the molecular potential energy surface, ii) some experimental contributions to probing of the small molecule conformations, iii) the various computational methods available to generate conformational models, iv) the conformational properties of the bioactive conformers, and v) attempts to quantify the coverage of the conformational models and the controlling parameters.